Development of a high-speed full digital processing phase detector for interferometry.
This study describes the development of a fully digital-type phase detector for plasma interferometry. This detector functions even in situations in which the phase changes rapidly or the input signal is too small to derive the correct phase shift from the intermediate frequency (IF) signal. The detector directly converts the IF signal waveform of the interferometer to the phase shift signal by means of data processing in a logic circuit. Thus, the phase is derived from the whole waveform of the IF signal. The IF signal of the interferometer is converted to in-phase and quadrature-phase signals by Hilbert transformation, processed by a digital low-pass filter, and converted to polar coordinates by a coordinate rotation digital computer algorithm to obtain the phase shift. A simulation of the high-speed full digital processing phase detector shows that a fringe jump does not occur unless the phase change rate exceeds 0.8 × 106 rad/s. This value is sufficiently large compared to the phase change velocity in rapid density increase resulting from a pellet injection. The phase conversion is simulated using a real IF signal from an interferometer measured with a Heliotron J device. The results show that the phase signal is correctly calculated by the full digital processing method from the IF signal, the phase derivation of which is typically difficult to obtain when using a conventional analog phase detector.